
Mobile 

Apps
Taking Your Fiber Arts to the Next Level
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Knitting
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Knitting Patterns 

Database

 Cost:

 Lite Version: Free

 Pro Version: $5.99

 KPD is a free unique and comprehensive suite of tools designed 

for knitters & crocheters. KPD catalogues PDF patterns 

enabling you to find patterns that match your knitting 

requirements and more.

 One of the main functions is to add patterns to a database to 

which KPD automatically pre-fills fields such as: Gender, 

Garment Type, Yarn Type, Yarn Weight/Length, Needles, 

Gauge, Rating, Notes etc. which you can edit if required.
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KnittingCalc

 Cost: Free

 KnittingCalc does common knitting calculations so you 

don't have to remember conversion factors and 

formulas. Converts between different lengths of yarn, 

using different units of measure. Also has a gauge 

calculator, to easily convert pattern cast-ons to match 

your knitting gauge.
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Ravulous

 Cost: Amazon - $1.60; Play Store - $1.55

 Lets you upload photos from your phone/tablet camera to 

your projects and stash

 Notify you when you get new Ravelry messages or unread 

forum replies

 Show your list of projects

 Let you view your project photos and notes; let you edit some 

of the details

 Let you view your queued projects, with yardages, 

recommended yarns etc. Allow searching for yarns by name

 Offer an experience tailored specifically to smaller devices 

and touchscreens - no pinch/zoom required

 Cache some frequently accessed data to reduce network usage 

and conserve battery life, and let you look at stuff offline
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Wooly

 Cost: $3.99

 Wooly is an Apple iOS app to provide on-the-go access 

to your Ravelry Notebook. Built by a couple of real 

knitters with love for all you fiber fans out there.
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Raglanify

 Cost: $0.99 in both stores

 Enter your measurements and choose your options:

 Neckline: boat, crew, or v-neck.

 Waist shaping: turn on or off.

 Choose any length for sleeves and torso,

 Choose any length for ribbing or add your own edging.
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Row Counter Widget

 Cost: FREE

 The Row Counter Widget is an easy to use tool for 

Knitting and Crocheting. Just give it an name, choose 

your favorite color and style, put it on your 

homescreen and start counting by touching it.
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Spinning
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iSpin Toolkit

 Cost: $4.99

 A tool to give you twist angle, grist in Wraps Per Inch 

for either plied yarn or, singles, how many Twists Per 

Inch to ply your singles to get a balanced yarn and 

more.
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Weaving
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Weave with iWeaveIt

 Cost:

 Google Play: $19.99

 iTunes: $22.99

 iWeaveIt is a drawdown app for designing hand weaving 

patterns. It was developed by the same people who did 

WeaveIt for the PC Windows environment and iWeaveIt

for iPhone/iPad.
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Other
Apps you might not think of, but might just come in 

handy
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Yarn Store GPS

 Cost

 Google Play: $1.99

 iTunes: $2.99

 Yarn Store GPS will help you find a local yarn store or 

one for your next adventure when you travel. Read 

about the store, see pictures of the store, and get all 

of the vital contact information you need in one place! 

This is a must have resource for the knitter, crocheter, 

and fiber artist. The most exciting feature allows you 

to see pictures of these stores before you visit - and 

while you are there, take a few to share with the Yarn 

Store GPS!
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ezPDF Reader

 Cost: $3.99

 Download your PDF pattern to your tablet or 

smartphone and eliminate the need for paper. Make 

and erase annotations to document changes or mark 

your spot in a patter.
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CamScanner

 Cost:

 Lite Version: FREE

 Pro: $4.99

 Tablet and Phone versions

 Take pictures of your printed paper copy patterns and 

turn them into electronic PDF versions.
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Nook & Kindle

 Cost: FREE – In app purchase content

 Buy books and subscribe to magazines for your favorite 

hobbies
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Web Browsers
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